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In the admiralty judicial practice, disputes arising from the fact that no one 
asserts his rights to the carrier for the delivery of the goods have been one of the 
ever-increasing cases in the international carriage of goods by sea in recent years. 
Many kinds of these disputes bring damage to the interest of many parties, as well as 
the normal shipping trade order. The disputes of non-taking delivery of goods at the 
port of destination have been the practical legal issues that should be solved because 
of the lack of relevant statutory rules and theoretical research. 
This thesis which combines theoretical analysis and empirical research together 
studies on the nature of responsibility of non-taking delivery of goods at the port of 
destination, jurisprudence basis of the obligations of taking delivery of goods for 
consignee and consignor, the taking of responsibility and carrier’s derogation 
obligation and relief measure based on twenty-nine maritime judgments of such cases 
around China in the main line of the relation between rights and obligations.  
This thesis is divided into three parts apart from the foreword and conclusion. 
The first chapter introduces the general situation of non-taking delivery of goods 
at the port of destination. Author first analyses non-taking delivery of goods at the 
port of destination and its exact definition in this thesis, and then discusses the 
characteristics, losses and causes of non-taking delivery of goods at the port of 
destination through present judicial situation. 
The second chapter concentrates on the legal attribute of taking delivery of goods, 
the nature of responsibility for non-taking delivery of goods at the port of destination 
and the taking of responsibility for the consignee and the consignor. Also it studies the 
obligation of taking delivery of goods for both parties under bill of lading and carriage 
contract and the liability for breach of contract to carrier. 
The third chapter analyses carrier’s derogation obligation in the cases of 
non-taking delivery of goods at the port of destination and the regulations about relief 
measures for carrier in maritime law.And then author brings forward the legal 
suggestion for perfection. 
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